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THIS IS THE RESPONSE BY THE DISTRICT COUNCILLORS FOR HORNDEAN AND ROWLANDS CASTLE ON THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT BOUNDARY REVIEW- EAST HAMPSHIRE.
(SOUTHERN WARDS- HORNDEAN AND ROWLANDS CASTLE)
The Local Government Boundary Commission England (LGBCE) has published its draft recommendations on the new electoral arrangements for East Hampshire District Council. The consultation on its recommendations will close on the 11th December 2017. The LGBCE has made recommendations to alter the boundaries of Horndean and Rowlands Castle. These are both unexpected and unwelcome given the detrimental effect that they would have on the community of
Horndean and the delivery of effective and convenient local government. In addition, Rowlands
Castle would not wish the inclusion of the areas to the east of the A3(M) for the reasons set out in
this response.
The electoral arrangements at District level in East Hampshire have been looked at because it was
considered that there was electoral inequality so that the value of each vote in District elections
varied according to where a voter lived. The aim is that votes should be as equal as possible and
ideally within 10% of being equal. The number of voters represented by each councillor should be
approximately the same across the District.
The proposals for East Hampshire are:1. 43 councillors as opposed to the current 44.
2. 26 wards as opposed to the current 38.
3. The boundaries of 22 wards should change with 4 remaining the same.
The 3 main considerations are:1. The improvement of electoral equality by equalising the number of electors that each councillor represents.
2. The reflection of community identity.
3. The provision of effective and convenient local government.
The average number of electors per district councillor has been worked out as 2,132 in 2017 and
2,294 in 2023.
The recommendations that have been made have come as a surprise and make no sense as they
neither reflect the community identity nor as a consequence provide for effective and convenient
local government. They split an existing cohesive community in Horndean and place part of it under Rowlands Castle a settlement that is separated from it by some distance across fields and
woodland. Thus Horndean village centre would became part of Rowlands Castle even though the
two communities are very different in identity and culture. It would take an exceptional Rowlands
Castle Councillor to even be aware of the matters particular to Horndean ( or vice versa) and for
them to be incorporated into any programme of local government with Rowlands Castle at its
heart. Please see annexed demographic report on Horndean.

The proposals for Horndean and Rowlands Castle at District level are:1. A 2 councillor Rowlands Castle ward including the entire Parish of Rowlands Castle (plus
Finchdean and Idsworth) and the area of Horndean (plus the entirety of Blendworth)to the
east of the A3(M).
2. A 2 councillor Horndean Catherington ward comprising the Catherington, Downs and Murray areas of Horndean.
3. A 2 councillor Horndean Kings ward comprising the areas west of Catherington Lane and
south of the Portsmouth Rd.
LGBCE regards the A3(M) as a strong eastern boundary but this is incorrect. The A3(M) runs
through Horndean but it is part of the area and not a barrier of any sort. One drives, walks and
rides under and over it without any hindrance.
These proposals also have important ramifications for Rowlands Castle and Horndean Parish electoral arrangements. Statutory criteria provide that if a parish is to be divided between different
wards, then the parish has to be divided into parish wards so that each parish ward lies wholly
within a single district ward:The proposals provide that Horndean Parish should comprise 15 councillors as at present but representing 3 wards namely:1. A 3 councillor Blendworth ward.
2. A 6 councillor Catherington ward.
3. A 6 councillor Kings ward.
This means that at Parish level, Blendworth and the properties to the east of the A3(M) would form
part of Horndean Parish but that its representation at District level would be via a geographically
remote and culturally different Rowlands Castle.
It is important to note that the Boundary Commission has made recommendations based on numbers but without regard to the community. The Parish boundaries are the building blocks for a
community and the District wards should be based on those boundaries so that Horndean District
wards are coterminous with the Horndean Parish ward boundaries. The same comment applies to
Rowlands Castle.
In looking at the pattern of wards the following has been taken into account:1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Electoral equality.
Community identity- reflecting the identity and interests of local communities.
Strong and easily identifiable boundaries.
The delivery of effective and convenient local government.
The justification of any electoral variance.

The following have been considered:-

-

Interests and identities of local communities
Communication links
Facilities and organisations and how they are used by local people
Transport links and internal access
Shared interests
Community groups
Identifiable boundaries
Existing parish wards
Whether multi councillor wards would provide an effective form of local government at district
level. Would the aims of community identity and effective local government be better served
by the retention of the existing 5 single ward councillor system but with the ward boundaries
at both District and Parish level being altered within Horndean to provide for electoral equality

- The provision of an alternative suggestion that delivers the commissions 3 aims in paragraph
4 above.
NB:- The LGBCE specifically state in their guidance that geographically separate wards will not
normally be accepted as they do not promote either community identity and interests or deliver effective and convenient local government.
Electoral data for each existing parish ward in 2017 and then predicted for 2023:1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Catherington and Lovedean: 1,951 and 2,178.
Downs: 2,017 and 1,976.
Hazleton and Blendworth: 2,216 and 3,070.
Kings: 2,481 and 2,477.
Murray: 1,962 and 1,960.
Rowlands Castle: 2,123 and 2,422.
Finchdean: 197 and 212.

Electoral data for proposed district wards in 2017 and then predicted for 2023:1. Horndean Catherington: 4,828 and 4,899. Number of electors per councillor- 2,414 and
2,450 respectively. Variance of 13%and 7% respectively from average.
2. Horndean Kings: 4,770 and 4,879. Number of electors per councillor- 2,385 and 2,440 respectively. Variance of 12% and 6% respectively from average.
3. Rowlands Castle: 3,349 and 4,517. Number of electors per councillor - 1,675 and 2,259
respectively. Variance of -21% and -2% respectively from average.

Electoral equality is important so that an elector’s vote counts roughly the same. However, the
recommendations do not give sufficient weight to community identity and as a consequence will
not deliver effective and convenient local government. The reasons for that statement are given
below followed by an alternative proposal backed by cogent, demographic evidence that will deliv-

er electoral equality, maintain and enhance community identity for both Horndean and Rowlands
Castle and deliver effective and convenient local government for both of those areas.
1. Horndean and Rowlands Castle are two Parishes separated by a large tract of open countryside
and woodland that forms a natural barrier and boundary between the two communities. Both
Parishes are demographically very different and each has a marked cultural difference. For most
electors, there is little contact between the two areas save to drive through them.
2. Despite the southern boundary where part of what geographically forms part of Horndean but
which for historical reasons forms part of Rowlands Castle, Horndean is a vibrant, identifiable
area with a strong community spirit. It has a village centre and community facilities used by all
residents living in the Horndean area. Transport links and movement within Horndean is easy.
We are proposing that the anomaly on the southern boundary should be resolved by a Community Governance Review as set out later in this submission.
3. The A(3)M passes through Horndean but is not a boundary or barrier of any sort as one drives,
walks and rides over or under it throughout the Horndean area.
4. The Parish boundaries in Horndean identify the Horndean community and should form the building blocks for setting the Horndean boundary at District level so that the same are coterminous.
This fact delivers the 2nd and 3rd criteria of the LGBCE of respectively reflecting community interests and identities and providing for effective and convenient local government. Geographically separate wards as per the draft recommendations will not do so.
5. The recommendations would have the effect of artificially separating a cohesive community with
a strong sense of being part of Horndean. The village centre is very much the hub of Horndean
with most of it being designated as a Conservation Area. The war memorial stands in the village
square and is the focal point when Horndean commemorates occasions such as Armed Forces
Day, Remembrance Sunday and the annual carol service. The centre contains local shops, Post
Office, restaurants, two pubs ( one with rooms), a tea room, bakery, a convenience store, both a
hairdressers and barbers shops, a hotel, the offices of the Parish Council and in the near future,
the new doctor’s surgery. All this would thus be transferred to the geographically remote and culturally different Rowlands Castle. This then has the further consequence that parish boundaries
would need to be altered so that a parish ward falls within a single district ward. The area to the
east of the A3(M) would be under the auspices of the Horndean Parish Council as part of the
correctly identified Horndean community. At district level, it would be under the auspices of a
Rowlands Castle councillor with no knowledge or affinity with the area. That cannot be good local government.
6. The Rowlands Castle Community feels the same. They have a distinct sense of place and identity that does not include Horndean. Their submission to the initial consultation was that the areas of Finchdean and Idsworth should be transferred from Clanfield ward to Rowlands Castle because those areas form part of the Rowlands Castle community. The Horndean and Rowlands
Castle district councillors are cooperating in forming this response to the recommendations and
that is that Horndean should not be split as per the recommendations and that the only areas to
be moved to Rowlands Castle should be Finchdean and Idsworth.

THE ALTERNATIVE SUGGESTION
The alternative suggestion is as follows:1. That the district boundaries of Horndean should be coterminous with the Horndean parish
boundaries.
2. To that area should be added the area forming part of what is known as Land East of Horndean,
the rectangular piece of land adjacent to the B2149 opposite this land and the Golf Club to the
west of the A3(M) all of which presently form part of Rowlands Castle Parish. It is geographically part of Horndean and should not have representation from the geographically remote and culturally different Rowlands Castle as there will be no community identity and no effective local
government. The suggested boundary is a natural break between the communities of Horndean
and Rowlands Castle that equally acts as a focal point. The suggested Horndean district is as
shown shaded blue/mauve on the annexed plan. That plan has been produced using the same
data used by the LGBCE.
3. Horndean should have five wards at both District and Parish level as at present but with the
boundaries of each ward moved to provide for the electoral equality required under the boundary
review. See annexed plans showing the proposed revised boundaries. Please note that there
are two options available for the ward boundary between Murray and Catherington and
Lovedean wards. Rowlands Castle should be a single ward.
3.1The existing wards work very well giving each community a sense of place and being part of
the wider Parish of Horndean whilst having separate identities. In particular:3.1.1. Horndean Hazleton and Blendworth. The ward comprises two areas which are very different
but each have a strong affinity with being part of Horndean. Hazleton is very urban and built up but
with lovely green areas and Hazleton Common. It was largely built out at the same time many
decades ago and is known as the ‘Hazleton Estate’. There is a very strong sense of community
and electors like living there. By contrast, Blendworth is quite urban on its western side. Part of
Blendworth starts to the east of the A3(M)and comprises the village centre and terraced housing.
Moving to the east of the Havant Rd, the housing is chiefly characterised by larger detached houses. Moving eastwards, it becomes more rural becoming Old Blendworth Village and then open
farmland. Again, there is a strong sense of community whilst being part of the larger area of Horndean.
3.1.2. Horndean Kings. The present Kings ward is entirely urban and consists mainly of several
housing estates built in stages over the last 80 years or so. Some degree of community identity
tends to reside within each area but all have affinity with the large Parish of Horndean.The task of
representing the community lies in respecting its diversity whilst appreciating that parking, road
safety, planning issues with neighbours, pollution and so on are common to all. The proposed
Kings ward achieves electoral balance by replacing one estate to the west of the present ward with
another very similar one to the east of Portsmouth Road which is part of another long-established
urban area. And therefore, the future nature of representation would not alter.Electors know that
there is a named person they can bring any issues to and that feature is extremely well regarded

by people when that need to do so. This will continue under the pattern we are proposing. The ability of a Councillor to understand his/her own patch and therefore to represent accurately the best
interests of its residents is greatly appreciated by our residents.
3.1.3. Horndean Murray. Murray Ward is a distinct area of Horndean which is entirely urban and
has a countryside border only on the Northern edge. It is separated on this boundary from the next
settlement by a considerable gap.The ward includes the Roman Catholic and Baptist Churches,
three schools and a Community Association building along with a Parish Hall. These facilities provide a strong sense of community which should not be disrupted by taking areas from the ward
though it is accepted that the ward will need to increase in size which can be achieved by adding
similar and adjacent housing.
3.1.4. Horndean Downs. Again, this ward is very built up but is a settled community with a distinct
sense of place and being a integral part of Horndean. The comments in relation to Horndean Kings
and community are just as applicable here.
3.1.5. Horndean Catherington and Lovedean is similar to Horndean Hazleton and Blendworth in
that it is a mixture of quite dense urban housing graduating to semi rural and then open farmland
with pockets of housing. There is a distinct sense of community within the areas with both having
active residents associations. Overall, there is a strong sense of forming part of the Parish of
Horndean.
4. At District level, Horndean should have a single ward councillor in each of the five wards. Rowlands Castle should also have a single councillor. It is strongly felt that local government is best
delivered by single councillor wards where the electorate can identify with a single individual
knowing that person is the elected representative to deal with district matters. By the same token, the ward councillor is clear as to their remit and accountable as such. See the specific
comments on multi councillor wards in this submission.
5. At Parish level, Horndean should have three councillors per ward as at present.
6. It is hoped that Horndean Parish Council would be happy to be included in both the liaison with
the LGBCE on the alteration of boundaries to achieve electoral equality for the electors in the
Horndean area based on the alternative suggestion and also in the Community Governance Review that would be necessary at Parish level.

COMMUNITY GOVERNANCE REVIEW.
The Council will carry out a Community Governance Review of the Parish boundaries once the
District boundaries have been decided.

MULTI COUNCILLOR WARDS.
The LGBCE recommendations suggest two wards at District level for Horndean namely Catherington and Kings with each having two councillors. Rowlands Castle would be a single ward with two
councillors.
At Parish level, in Horndean, there would be three wards each having five councillors. The proposal that the land to the east of the A3(M) be in Horndean Parish at Parish level but in Rowlands
Castle at District level would be a severe impediment to the delivery of effective and convenient
local government and would fragment any sense of community identity in this area.
We are opposed to the reduction of single-member wards by 58% and the change to multi member
wards throughout the District and to Horndean and Rowlands Castle in particular for the following
reasons:
District-wide:
1. During the initial consultation phase there was no submission to the LGBCE from EHDC or anyone else requesting or even suggesting any change from single to multi-member wards.
2. In 2017, 72.5% of the EHDC electorate reside in single member wards. Under the Draft proposals, only 26.9% of the electorate will reside in single member wards in 2023. Since the
LGBCE concedes in its Technical Guide, para 4.48, that multi-member wards result “in a dilution
of accountability to the electorate”, we consider that this change will result in a unnecessary dilution of accountability for 45% of electors.
3. The Commission in its Draft proposal offers no explanation, rationale or justification for placing
so many residents into multi-member wards.
4. In its Guidance for the review issued to the Council, the LGBCE gave no hint that they would
propose such a large shift in representation to multi-member wards. If the Council and its members had been made aware of the Commission’s intention to move the District so strongly into
multi-member wards, then the effects on residents and for the District would have been considered and representations included in the Council’s submission.
5. The Council’s submission records the fact that there are currently 44 members over 38 wards
but makes no request for any reduction in ward or Councillor numbers
6. In the Technical Guidance (para 4.52), the use of multi-member wards in Councils that hold
whole council elections, as EDHC does, is recognised as being determined primarily by “evidence of benefits to electors”. Since the Commission cites no evidence, either from within the
Commission itself or provided by electors, that the electors in East Hampshire District would
benefit from moving to multi-member wards, there is no justification for increasing the use of
multi-member wards to cover 72.5% of electors from the present 26.9%.

7. The problems for electors in multi-member wards is illustrated in Scotland, where they are universal, by the fact that many councils have found it necessary to introduce “Multi-member Protocols” to guide the way members work together.
Apart from assumptions on the part of the Commission that changing to multi-member wards
makes the Commission’s work easier and that Councillors can share the ward-work load, there are
many disadvantages that have been identified that call into question their universal adoption.
These include:
• Ward-specific work i.e. that which can be shared in a multi-member ward, is only a part of a
Councillor’s duty. Many Councillors find that work on policy, development and other Council-wide
studies and contributions far exceeds the time spent on ward work.
• Residents do not have a named individual that they can talk to – only a choice of 2 or 3 so it can
be confusing.
• Members must work together and consult on everything that comes before them about their ward
which is an added burden on Councillors and is bound to slow down responses and complicate
issues.
• Members in multi-member wards need to work together on resident’s or ward-specific issues and
this can be made more difficult or even impossible if members:
are from different political groups which support irreconcilably different policies -or just in
general oppose one another
simply do not like one another
devote very different degrees of time and effort to their ward work
if one is employed and the other not, then accessibility can create an unequal balance of
ward work
teamwork is essential in multi-member ward and some people don’t like working in teams
as the Birmingham evidence shows, “shared responsibility” can become “no-one takes responsibility” which led to the recommendation in 2014 to change from multi to singlemember wards.
the desire to be re-elected can cause some members to claim ward improvements are
down to them alone.
• The Scottish experience is that Councils have found it necessary to introduce “Multi-member
ward Protocols” to guide members on how to work together. This is an unnecessary layer of bureaucracy that burdens Councillors and is not needed in single member wards. They have also
found that “members of the community increasingly take an issue from Councillor to Councillor if
it is not resolved at the first port of call” leading to “a heightened game of ‘pork barrel’ politics”.

• The assumption made by the legislature that all members of a multi-member ward will come from
the same political group implies that this is a necessary precondition for successful representation in such wards. Clearly this cannot be guaranteed, and the natural corollary of this assumption is that if members come from different political groups then this will lead to sub-optimal representation of the electorate.
• The added complexity adds costs to Council administration.
• Officers who need to contact a ward Councillor on a ward issue have a dilemma - which? all? that is a burden on officers that adds no value.
• Members may have different views on planning issues. How can a “ward view” be presented to
planning officers or Committee in this situation? This would be particularly acute in a large ward
that covered several villages and urban areas where communities have diametrically opposed
views on development.
• Data Protection law means that members cannot share with other ward members personal information in solving a resident’s problem without the express written permission from the resident
which is another piece of bureaucracy that adds no value
Comments specifically in respect of Horndean and Rowlands Castle
1. The proposed “Rowlands Castle” two-member ward might easily elect both Councillors from either Horndean or Rowlands Castle Parishes. As the two parishes are not only separated geographically but differ in demographics, culture, history and other ways, there would be a tendency, in this case, for one or other set of interests to predominate leading to ineffective and defective representation of electors in the “subordinate” community.
2. Whilst collecting rural villages together into either single or multi-member wards can be effective
when the constituents broadly share the same rural approach to things, that is not the case with
Horndean, which is predominantly urban in character sharing a long urban boundary with Havant Borough Council. Rowlands Castle is much more like a rural village, even having its own village green at its centre which Horndean does not have.
3. The proposed two-member Catherington Ward collects together the three single smallest wards
(Downs, Murray and Catherington and Lovedean), but their size is the only thing that connects
them. Both Downs and Murray wards are built up and urban in character. Catherington and
Lovedean Ward is less urbanised and moving west and northwards becomes very rural. Their
characters are very different.
Councillor Malcolm Johnson- Rowlands Castle.
Councillor Guy Shepherd- Horndean Downs.
Councillor Lynn Evans- Horndean Murray.
Councillor Sara Schillemore- Horndean Catherington and Lovedean.
Councillor David Evans- Horndean Kings.
Councillor Elaine Tickell- Horndean Hazleton and Blendworth.

Maps of Proposed Warding
Catherington and Lovedean Option 1

Horndean Downs

Catherington and Lovedean Option 2

Horndean Murray Option 1

Horndean Murray Option 2

Horndean Kings

Horndean Hazleton and Blendworth

Rowlands Castle

Context Map of Warding Proposal (Option 1)

Context Map of Warding Proposal (Option 2)

Response on Miscellaneous wards

Electoral review

December 2017

The following proposals are made by East Hampshire District Council:
Northern Wards
“Binsted & Bentley”: local councillors would prefer this large area to be two single-member
wards for scale, administrative and logistical reasons. We see no community grounds for
creating one large ward. If it were to be one ward, the suggested name is “Selborne, Bentley
& Surrounding Villages”
Eastern Wards (excluding Whitehill and Bordon)
Continue with three councillors representing the single ward of Bramshott & Liphook due to
the strong sense of community and cohesion within the existing single ward.
Local district councillors feel strongly that the whole of Grayshott Laurels ought to be in
Lindford, rather than split between Lindford and Headley district wards. We do not
understand the explanation in paragraph 43 of the proposals as neither parish is warded.
Central Wards
"Ropley & Tisted" should be named "Ropley, Hawkley & Hangers".
Stroud should be in the same ward as Steep, due to shared community and local services:
church, monthly newsletter, lengthsman, footpath management, traffic management, grants,
community hall. If this poses numerical issues, consideration could be given to linking Sheet
with Petersfield wards.
Concern that Liss and Liss Forest will be under-represented as now they have two
councillors, rather than three. However, we note that Liss Parish Council has made a
submission on Liss wards. The local view of the Liss Conservative Branch submission as
follows:
"Liss Forest fits naturally with Liss, as it falls within the Liss Parish Boundary and it conforms
with the BC’s statutory criteria reflecting community interests and identity. This proposal is
also within the BC’s criteria of equality of representation being +7% more than average.
Providing for effective and convenient local government, this is a reasonably compact rural
area, perfectly manageable for a dual member ward.
We also support the retention of a dual member ward. Liss and Liss Forest does not split
conveniently or fairly. I was a Liss councillor for 24 years. My fellow councillor (not a
Conservative councillor), discussed at length how we could possibly split Liss and came to
the conclusion that it would not work. We also found that there were great advantages of
being a dual member ward as if one was away or ill, the people of Liss continued to be
represented. It also gave us the opportunity to split the workload to some extent and play to
our strengths.

EHDC is now proposing that Greatham be added to Liss (and Liss Forest) and we object to
this idea for the following reasons:
•
This suggested ward would be +20.7% above the average on the
Commission’s 2023 projected numbers;
•
In addition, the numbers for 2023 allow for virtually no growth in either Liss
Forest or Greatham, whilst in Liss it allows for an increase of a mere 124 electors;
whilst the Liss Neighbourhood Plan (recently approved by electors in Referendum
with only one last hurdle to clear) provides for 150 green field dwellings and 136
windfalls – the developers are already hard at work towards realising the proposed
developments.
•
Such an increased ward would result in great competition within the
communities for the councillors’ time and resources (for example Council grant
funding budgets). Contrary to the statutory criteria of administrative convenience.
•
It would also include a second parish council within the ward, again increasing
councillors' work load.
Should Greatham be removed from Hogmoor ward (as proposed by EHDC), it would make
that ward much too small and not accord with the criteria. It would also be to the detriment of
Liss."

Response from Petersfield ward
Councillors

Electoral review

December 2017

THIS IS THE RESPONSE BY THE DISTRICT COUNCILLORS FOR PETERSFIELD ON
THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT BOUNDARY REVIEW- EAST HAMPSHIRE.
Background
The electoral arrangements at District level in East Hampshire have been looked at because it was
considered that there was electoral inequality so that the value of each vote in District elections
varied according to where a voter lived. The aim is that votes should be as equal as possible and
ideally within 10% of being equal. The number of voters represented by each councillor should be
approximately the same across the District.
The proposals for East Hampshire are:1. 43 councillors as opposed to the current 44.
2. 26 wards as opposed to the current 38.
3. The boundaries of 22 wards should change with 4 remaining the same.
The 3 main considerations are:1. The improvement of electoral equality by equalising the number of electors that each
councillor represents.
2. The reflection of community identity.
3. The provision of effective and convenient local government.
The average number of electors per district councillor has been worked out as 2,132 in 2017 and
2,294 in 2023.

General comments
It is noted that the recommendation is to reduce the total number of District Councillors from 6 to 5.
With the understanding that is purely based on number of electors, consideration needs to taken
into account for fair and representation of individual votes. Sheet is now represented by Sheet
Parish Council, so it makes perfect sense to align the District boundary. But the need for a Ward to
be called St Mary’s that doesn’t even have any relevance as St Mary’s church is in Sheet and now out
of the boundaries of Petersfield altogether doesn’t make any sense.
Recommendation to change the name of St Mary’s to St Peter’s to be consistent and reduce
confusion.
We do not see any reason to make any of the Petersfield Wards into two member Wards. Single
member wards are easier for the electorate to identify with. There is a question of accountability,

and although all tiers of local authorities should work closely together, single member Wards at
District level should be retained for clarity.
Consideration needs to taken into account of local knowledge and Councillor case work workloads.
Some wards are more challenging than others so workload differs.
Recommendations to ensure all Wards remain single Councillor Wards.
The original consultation was that the existing boundaries would increase in some wards, and others
would decrease to equal the number of electors across the wards. With this in mind, Councillors
were happy and therefore did not feel the need to respond initially. The outcome of the
Commission’s review was not expected. It is all about the community and political engagement,
along with the geographical mix. Numbers come into the mix, but no one has ever had an issue with
Wards not being exactly equal. So continuing along this theme you may have one Ward where 80%
of the electorate are politically engaged opposed to another Ward only engaging by 10%.
Every Ward in Petersfield is different, and we need to ensure that the community know exactly who
their Ward Councillors are. It is all about working closely with local community groups such as
resident associations to ensure that they have a single point of contact. It can also be said that it
gives accountability to residents. There is no passing the problem to anyone else. For the residents
things should be seamless, at District level one Councillor per Ward gives accessibility, accountability
and most of all security in the knowledge that they have a single point of contact to listen and hear
their views and concerns. Petersfield works very well at the moment across all levels of local
government and the residents are comfortable with it, there is no reason to change this. It will dilute
responses and actions taken if it was to change.
Recommendation – to ensure the geographical mix and perception from the Community
outweighs the number as importance.

Ward names and implications
The first comment to be made is on the ward of St Mary’s. The church of St Mary’s is in Sheet so not
even part of Petersfield. In contrast St Peter’s has been completely removed even though the centre
of Petersfield has St Peter’s church. There is no logic in removing the name of St Peter’s.
Recommendation to keep the name of St Peters and change the name of St Marys
The fact that two District Wards are disappearing completely, but are going to still remain for Town
council, therefore 4 Wards at District and 6 Wards at Town is confusing for residents. Many electors
are already confused as to who represents them and what each council does, this just exacerbates
the issue further.
To address the point further, East Hampshire District and Town Council elections are held on the
same day every four years and the commission recommendations would confuse things further. This
recommendation would require some residents to vote at two different polling stations in two
different wards. This just adds to confusion and makes no sense. The demographics of Petersfield
have a large number of the older generation who consider it to be very important to go and vote

rather than by postal ballot. It would be wrong to expect them to go to two different stations. It may
have a big impact on voter turnout.

Misalignment of Wards (County, District and Town)
As things stand at the moment there is a natural boundary for county divisions. The wards naturally
fit into one division or the other (either Hangers or Butser). With the new proposal, wards such as
Bell Hill and Heath would fall into both divisions. With the omission of Rother and St Peters at
District, there is no connection across any of the three tiers.
Recommend that the three tier boundaries fit closer together for clarity

Recommendations for new Wards for Town and District.
As shown below it is stated the proposed new District and Town Wards
Proposed Boundary Commission new proposal for District
Ward name
Petersfield Bell Hill
Petersfield Causeway
Petersfield Heath
Petersfield St Marys
Total

Number of Cllrs
1
1
1
2
5

Proposed Boundary Commission new proposal for Town
Ward name
Petersfield Bell Hill
Petersfield Causeway
Petersfield Heath
Petersfield Rother
Petersfield St Marys
Petersfield St Peters
Total

Number of Cllrs
2
2
2
1
3
2
12

The Boundary commission state that they didn’t receive any submissions relating to Petersfield
during the consultation on warding patterns. This is because it was accepted there would be
changes, but by moving boundaries to increase, or decrease to equalise Wards. Nothing was ever
mentioned of anything so drastic the recommendations presented now.
Recommendation to find a sensible solution that will not disrupt the residents of Petersfield

Petersfield new proposal for District
Ward

Number of Cllrs

Electorate at 27/11/17

1
1
1
1
1
5

2229
1820
2213
2357
2392
11011

Petersfield Bell Hill
Petersfield Causeway
Petersfield Heath
Petersfield St Peters
Petersfield – Ramshill Rother
Total

The Boundary commissions proposals make absolutely no sense to have 4 Wards at District and 6
Wards at Town. Ideally it would be good to keep the District still at 6 Wards to compliment the Town
but with losing Sheet to align with Sheet Parish Council, it is accept that it is not practical to continue
down this route.
The Boundary commission is suggesting creating a Ward called St Marys that is both big and not
manageable unless covered by two councillors. It is recommended to split this Ward and keep single
councillor Wards.
Recommendation – Increase District Wards to 5 and leave all Wards as single councillor Wards.
Petersfield new proposal for Town
Ward
Petersfield Bell Hill
Petersfield Causeway
Petersfield Heath
Petersfield St Peters
Petersfield – Ramshill Rother

Number of Cllrs
2
2
2
3
3
12

Looking at the boundaries in Petersfield, it makes sense to ensure that the District and Town
boundaries are in alignment. By taking out Rother Ward and by using natural boundaries it would
mean that the District and Town boundaries would mirror each other.
To enable this to happen, a map is attached to show the new boundaries.
Petersfield Bell Hill
Railway line not to be used as hard boundary – incorporate Station Road to Tilmore Road and route
boundary behind Osborne Road and Balmoral Way to define development boundary.
Petersfield Causeway
This is the Ward that will have the most development to remains more or less unchanged as
suggested.

Petersfield Heath
Take out Moggs Mead, Lower Wardown, Lower Mead and Hanger Way (everything on Herne Farm
estate). Use Pulens Lane as the natural boundary. Pulens Crescent, Geddes Way, Heathfield and
Barnfield Road would stay as suggested. Include Weston Road, The Avenue, Sussex Gardens and
anything leading up to Dragon Street.
Petersfield St Marys to be changed to St Peters
This should predominately stay at the heart of the Town. However, to balance elector numbers it is
likely that we will need to include the Tilmore Gardens development covering the north of the
cemetery.
Petersfield – New Ward Name to be confirmed – Rother/Ramshill
This is all Moggs Mead, (Herne Farm Estate) to follow boundary with Sheet Parish to the north
including the Ramshill Barentin Way development and Greenhurst Way creating the westerly
border.

Note the proposed warding has used the Boundary Commissions equalising numbers in the
development of the proposed boundaries. Future completions have been factored in at a value of
1.8 electors per household.

All data used for the model (Boundaries will be available on request)

Maps of Proposed Warding
Petersfield Bell Hill

Petersfield St Peters

Petersfield Rother

Petersfield Heath

Petersfield Causeway

Context Map of Warding Proposal

Response on Miscellaneous wards

Electoral review

December 2017

The following proposals are made by East Hampshire District Council:
Northern Wards
“Binsted & Bentley”: local councillors would prefer this large area to be two single-member
wards for scale, administrative and logistical reasons. We see no community grounds for
creating one large ward. If it were to be one ward, the suggested name is “Selborne, Bentley
& Surrounding Villages”
Eastern Wards (excluding Whitehill and Bordon)
Continue with three councillors representing the single ward of Bramshott & Liphook due to
the strong sense of community and cohesion within the existing single ward.
Local district councillors feel strongly that the whole of Grayshott Laurels ought to be in
Lindford, rather than split between Lindford and Headley district wards. We do not
understand the explanation in paragraph 43 of the proposals as neither parish is warded.
Central Wards
"Ropley & Tisted" should be named "Ropley, Hawkley & Hangers".
Stroud should be in the same ward as Steep, due to shared community and local services:
church, monthly newsletter, lengthsman, footpath management, traffic management, grants,
community hall. If this poses numerical issues, consideration could be given to linking Sheet
with Petersfield wards.
Concern that Liss and Liss Forest will be under-represented as now they have two
councillors, rather than three. However, we note that Liss Parish Council has made a
submission on Liss wards. EHDC Liss Councillors would like to support the view that has
been submitted to you by the Liss Conservative Branch submission as follows:
"Liss Forest fits naturally with Liss, as it falls within the Liss Parish Boundary and it conforms
with the BC’s statutory criteria reflecting community interests and identity. This proposal is
also within the BC’s criteria of equality of representation being +7% more than average.
Providing for effective and convenient local government, this is a reasonably compact rural
area, perfectly manageable for a dual member ward.
We also support the retention of a dual member ward. Liss and Liss Forest does not split
conveniently or fairly. I was a Liss councillor for 24 years. My fellow councillor (not a
Conservative councillor), discussed at length how we could possibly split Liss and came to
the conclusion that it would not work. We also found that there were great advantages of
being a dual member ward as if one was away or ill, the people of Liss continued to be
represented. It also gave us the opportunity to split the workload to some extent and play to
our strengths.

EHDC is now proposing that Greatham be added to Liss (and Liss Forest) and we object to
this idea for the following reasons:
•
This suggested ward would be +20.7% above the average on the
Commission’s 2023 projected numbers;
•
In addition, the numbers for 2023 allow for virtually no growth in either Liss
Forest or Greatham, whilst in Liss it allows for an increase of a mere 124 electors;
whilst the Liss Neighbourhood Plan (recently approved by electors in Referendum
with only one last hurdle to clear) provides for 150 green field dwellings and 136
windfalls – the developers are already hard at work towards realising the proposed
developments.
•
Such an increased ward would result in great competition within the
communities for the councillors’ time and resources (for example Council grant
funding budgets). Contrary to the statutory criteria of administrative convenience.
•
It would also include a second parish council within the ward, again increasing
councillors' work load.
Should Greatham be removed from Hogmoor ward (as proposed by EHDC), it would make
that ward much too small and not accord with the criteria. It would also be to the detriment of
Liss."

Response from Whitehill & Bordon
ward Councillors

Electoral review

December 2017

THIS IS THE RESPONSE BY THE DISTRICT COUNCILLORS FOR WHITEHILL
ON THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT BOUNDARY REVIEW- EAST HAMPSHIRE.
Background
The electoral arrangements at District level in East Hampshire have been looked at
because it was considered that there was electoral inequality so that the value of
each vote in District elections varied according to where a voter lived. The aim is that
votes should be as equal as possible and ideally within 10% of being equal. The
number of voters represented by each councillor should be approximately the same
across the District.
The proposals for East Hampshire are:1. 43 councillors as opposed to the current 44.
2. 26 wards as opposed to the current 38.
3. The boundaries of 22 wards should change with 4 remaining the same.
The 3 main considerations are:1. The improvement of electoral equality by equalising the number of electors
that each councillor represents.
2. The reflection of community identity.
3. The provision of effective and convenient local government.
The average number of electors per district councillor has been worked out as 2,132
in 2017 and 2,294 in 2023.

EHDC BOUNDARY REVIEW SUBMISSION - WHITEHILL & BORDON WARDS

This response to the Boundary Commission review for East Hampshire for Whitehill comes
in three parts.

1. Background - Single member vs multi member wards the issue of Historic wards
and place shaping

2. Problems with the Boundary Commission’s latest proposals

3. EHDC proposals for ward boundaries in Whitehill and Bordon based on historic
communities, local identity and projected housing numbers.

1. Background
Whitehill is a distinct parish having been carved out of the ancient Mediaeval Royal Hunting
Forest of Woolmer (Woolmer Forest) and the Mediaeval Parishes of Selborne and Headley
in 1928/9. The land have been previously sold to the War Department in 1863 after the
Royal Forest was abandoned. Around this time a separate new model estate was
established at Blackmoor by the then Lord Chancellor Roundell Palmer who became the first
Earl of Selborne.
Whitehill and Bordon is made up of distinct geographical areas and includes : Whitehill
Village (Walldown), Bordon, Deadwater and Hollywater, Hogmoor and more recently
Pinewood Village. Each have their own characteristics and own distinct communities more or
less reflected in the current ward structure, although this requires some small but important
amendments. EHDC proposals seek to account for the growth of the town whilst ensuring a
more even distribution of electors, retaining historic communities within Whitehill and Bordon
whilst making necessary amendments so the ward boundaries more accurately reflect the
communities they are there to represent.
When Whitehill Village and Bordon narrowly voted to became a town in the early 1990s,
Blackmoor to the south west and Lindford to the east decided to stay as a separate and
distinct villages. They have their own communities and are fiercely independent of Whitehill
and Bordon as a town. Greatham has always been completely separate from Whitehill &
Bordon being situated 2 miles south from the start of Whitehill and Bordon - the old Whitehill
Village beginning at Liphook Road. Greatham is just one of 7 parishes that abuts Whitehill
Parish and has nothing in common with the town, Greatham looks more naturally to Liss and
Liss Forest in the south in terms of its location and demographics. Whitehill Parish is

surrounded by 7 other parishes Rogate (in West Sussex) to the south east, Bramshott and
Liphook to the east, Headley to the north and east, Lindford to the north and east, Selborne
to the west, Greatham Parish and Liss Parish to the South. All are very different and largely
rural in nature. Whitehill and Bordon retains its rural feel as encapsulated in its Green Vision
but is the second largest town in East Hampshire and will effectively double in size over the
next 20-25 years following the departure of REME garrison and the disposal of Bordon
Camp in 2015.
In 2000 as a result of listening to our local Community and their elected councillors the
previous Boundary Commission decided that Whitehill and Bordon’s 3 District Council seats
elected by a multi-member system should be replaced by 5 District Councillors each with
their own ward based on and named after distinct communities and historical geography
within the town. Each ward was also served by 3 Town Councillors providing 15 Town
Council seats in total. Although there has been some minor confusion at elections caused
by untidy internal boundaries between wards - notably Chase and Walldown and Chase and
Deadwater (we address these as part of revised more logical ward boundaries in this
submission) the system has worked very well.
Each ward has its own historic identity. Residents generally know which ward they live in,
that they have their own specific District Councillor and 3 Town Councillors to represent
them and to go to for case work. The link between the Councillor and the specific
geographic area and historic communities they represent is a very strong one. Each elected
member knows their ward communities and raise issues for their ward area as well as the
town as a whole. In turn each councillor is directly accountable to residents in their specific
ward area.
To abandon the 5 historic wards in Whitehill & Bordon or move back to multi-member system
will break this important democratic link in terms of representation and accountability. It will
cause voter confusion in terms of historic ward names and community boundaries. The
proposal to retain some historic wards in Whitehill Parish whilst combining others into a
super - multimember ward with historically inaccurate ward names (Walldown cannot for
example be part of Hogmoor), and combining three totally separate communities - Whitehill
(Walldown) with Blackmoor Village and even more controversially Greatham Village is both
illogical and nonsensical and will prove utterly confusing to the electorate.
Whitehill District and Town Councillors wish to retain their 5 single member district
wards, the ward boundaries for parish elections being identical and contiguous to the district
wards as they are at present. It is accepted however, that the internal boundaries of the
wards will have to change and expand to reflect the growth in population and to iron out
historical anomalies and inaccuracies between wards where their boundaries interface in
order to better reflect the historic areas and communities that each ward represents.

Historic wards, strong Communities and Place-shaping
Place shaping and retention of the town’s historic communities and identity is key to the
successful regeneration of our town as it enters its next chapter.
Whitehill Parish is divided in to 5 distinct wards based on its historic communities.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Walldown
Chase
Deadwater
Hogmoor
Pinewood (Village).

Walldown - takes its name from the Walldown Earthwork (scheduled ancient monument)
and the first evidence of an Iron Age defensive settlement on Whitehill. The Hill has been
used in perpetuity since the dawn of time evidenced by its Mesolithic (hunter -gatherer)
flaking floor, later Iron Age, possible Roman and Mediaeval usages. it is thought it could
have been later used as a Norman Mott, and English Civil War defences before being used
in the Boer War and First World War for the practice of trench warfare, by the Second World
War it had become a redoubt. It is now part of the local nature reserve although its banks
and ditches extended must further and was lost under subsequent development. The name
Whitehill derived from the Anglo Saxon Whitstigle refers to a topographical landscape
feature that literally “stands-up’ over the surrounding gently undulating plain of Woolmer
Forest. In his 1779 work ‘the natural history and antiquities of Selborne’. (Which at that time
included Whitehill) the famous forefather of natural history the reverend Gilbert White says
Walldown is one of two pre-eminences that tower over Woolmer Forest” he also mentions
that every year on the feast of St Barnabus (the old Summer Solstice) a bower was
constructed a practice which White considered “to go back into antiquity”. This custom has
been resurrected and is now an annual event for the people of Walldown and Whitehill.
Walldown Ward is clearly defined as being east of the A325 (Petersfield Road) and based
around the Iron Age Hillfort of Walldown, including Whitehill Village that grew up much later
with the arrival of the turnpike (now A325) in the 18th and 19th centuries. It includes most of
but confusingly not all of the hamlet of Hollywater. Holywater is first referred to in 1215 as
“la holy watre juxta Euley Brigge”. - the holy water next to Eveley bridge. The area contains
many springs and would have been considered a very sacred place - the practice of
baptism was still conducted here into the early 20th century. Hollywater which is a shrunken
mediaeval village has always been part of Whitehill, Walldown ward but retains its own
identity .... it is described as Whitehill’s forgotten hamlet and has been the subject on recent
books. It has a strong sense of community and strong links with residents in Walldown
Road and the Whitehill Park end of Liphook Road. It even has its own pub the Royal Oak.
Walldown ward has also historically included most of but strangely not all of the new
1980s/1990s development between Whitehill Village and Conde Way. Conde Way is taken
to be the dividing line between the two communities of Whitehill and Bordon. Around 3/4 of
this 1980s development was allocated to Walldown with the remaining 1/4 going to Chase
Ward in 2000, extending its historic boundary from Bordon over Conde Way into Whitehill,
presumably to ensure a more equitable balance in voting numbers. The need for this has

been superseded by the growth of the town and the requirement for each ward to enlarge its
number of electors to compensate for the expansion in housing figures. It is there fore
proposed that Walldown Ward is extended its natural boundary of Conde Way to absorb the
entire community of Whitehill. Whitehill Village plus the newer 1980s area of housing locally
referred to as the Dukes - all being named after various Ducal titles.

Chase - Chase ward is named after the open heathy area of Royal Woolmer Hunting
Forest between Whitehill and Bordon used by Mediaeval Kings to pursue quarry species of
deer and wild boar. It has a densely populated community that has grown up around the
Chase - now Acorn Healing Centre (including lands that were bequeathed for the building of
Chase Hospital) and the existing town centre - Forest Centre. It includes residential areas
around the Forest Shopping Centre, the Forest Community Centre, Local Surgeries and
Nursing Homes, Bordon Library and St Marks Community shared Church as well as Bordon
High Street and the south side of Chalet Hill. The Chase community extends from Conde
Way in the South, to its northern boundary of Chalet Hill from east of High Street (A325) to
the existing town centre (Forest Centre). It in order to balance voter numbers it has
previously included areas in Whitehill south of Conde Way such as Roxborough, Grafton
Close, York Close and Wellington Avenue which sit more logically in Whitehill
Walldown. The strange dividing lines between Chase and Walldown wards have often
caused voter confusion given that the two wards vote at different polling stations. Walldown
electors voting at Whitehill Village Hall and Chase electors at the Forest Community
Centre. It has also resulted in Chase ward confusingly being divided into Chase 1 and 2 to
include 80s housing in Whitehill south of Conde Way (more logically in Whitehill Walldown)
as well as its historic community described above in Chase 2 - Bordon. In one case the
dividing line between Walldown and Chase actually runs down the same side of the road
causing much confusion for the candidates never mind the electors.

Deadwater - may not be the most attractive sounding name for a ward or a settlement but it
is historic. It is named after the historic river Deadwater (a tributary to the River Wey) and
based around the community that had grown up around the river, its water meadows,
Deadwater Farm and Deadwater (Chalet) Hill. Writing at the turn of the 20th century author
of Hampshire Days - WH Hudson describes the Deadwater as “aptly named”. He could not
be more wrong for it take its name from its slow moving nature. It is according to the EA one
of the most biodiverse rivers in Hampshire and includes many rare and nationally scarce
species of fish - brook lamprey, millers thumb, stone loach and brown trout (a clean water
indicator) as well as watervoles and kingfishers. It’s associated wildlife corridor between
Whitehill and Bordon is called the Deadwater Valley and is now a highly valued local nature
reserve, managed by the Deadwater Valley Trust on behalf of Whitehill Town Council.
Despite its unfortunate historic title the name Deadwater has very many positive
associations in terms of its geographic area and sense of community. Candidates have
always had to be careful when canvassing to refer to the area by its proposer name, as
residents will often angrily assert that they live in Deadwater not Bordon, the later being the
“Army Camp on the hill”.

EHDC proposals will see logical changes to the geographical area of Deadwater Ward in
order to accommodate changes in Chase ward and to absorb the housing east of the A325
(Camp Road) currently in Pinewood but more logically in Deadwater. The proposal will use
the strongly defined dividing line of Conde Way / Hollybrooke Park Road to return
Deadwater Ward to its settlement along the river bank - all housing east of Hollybrooke
Park. It takes in all the housing on Deadwater (Chalet Hill) that have erroneously been part
of Pinewood Ward and if the proposal is accepted will now extend to take in all the housing
east of the A325 along the ridgeway of Deadwater Hill (overlooking the Deadwater valley
and the Bordon Inclosure) to Wellington Gate north of Firestation Crossroads.
Hogmoor - based on the community west of Petersfield Rd (A325) that has grown up on
the west of the A325 around the Hogmoor Inclosure, Hogmoor Road and the Blackmoor /
Oakhanger edge of Town. Hogmoor is a distinctive area of Whitehill, sometimes times
known as “the Blackmoor side of town”. It has its own very strong sense of community
including its own neighbourhood watch group and many of its children attend St Matthew’s
(CofE aided) Primary School. There have been people living in the Hogmoor area since the
Bronze Age as evidenced by a number of Bronze Age roundbarrows -high status burial
mounds (territorial markers) including two outside Whitehill Village Hall and the famous
Hogmoor Hoard of ritually broken high status Bronze Age swords and spears thrown into
Hog Moor (a sacred mere or marshy pool). The ward is bounded by the A325 to the west,
upto and including Hogmoor Road to the east, the top of Station Road / Oakhanger Lane
and Budds Lane to the north, and Drift Road to the South. The community is separate to
that of Blackmoor Village and finishes after Bracken Lane and the house of Gunsite (a
former AA Gun) in Drift Road, St Matthew’s School being firmly in Blackmoor and there fore
Selborne Parish. EHDC recommend that the houses in Drift Road upto and including
Bracken Lane are included in Hogmoor ward as hey are logically part of Whitehill,
Hogmoor. In addition that Plantation Way the remaining houses in Eveley Close and sparse
houses off Firgrove Rd opposite the Golf Course are also logically included in Whitehill,
Hogmoor.
Pinewood - is based on the 1990s development of Pinewood Village to the west of the A325
on the site of former Army housing, but in order to make-up numbers somewhat confusingly
it has historically included houses on Deadwater (Chalet) Hill, and the MoD housing and
ribbon development to the east of the A325 which should logically be part of Deadwater
ward. This area will bear the brunt of new development including 500 new homes at
Louisberg and 130 homes at former Havannah Officers Mess. To absorb this and ensure a
more logical and equitable distribution of voters EHDC and Whitehill Councillors at every
level propose that Pinewood Ward becomes coterminous with its natural boundary of
Pinewood Village along the west of the A325, with former MoD housing at St Lucia and
trenchard, Deadwater (Chalet) Hill and Royal Drive, Quebec Park and Canada Way / Maple
Leaf Drive all to the east of the A325 logically becoming part of Deadwater ward.

2. Problems with Boundary Commission Proposals for Whitehill
Parish (Whitehill & Bordon)
Whitehill and Bordon District and Town Councillors are strongly opposed to the Boundary
Commissions latest proposals.
1. The abolition of single member wards to include one super large and nonsensical
multi-member Hogmoor ward.
2. The abolition of two historic wards serving two distinct and historic communities
named after historic areas of the town Whitehill, Walldown drawn from the
Walldown Earthwork (Iron Age Hill Fort and including the old Whitehill Village and
much of the Hamlet of Hollywater and Whitehill Deadwater, which is named after
the historic hamlet of Deadwater from the top of Deadwater Hill (Chalet Hill) along the
A325 to the settlement that has evolved around the Deadwater (River) Valley.
Deadwater is the settlement at the central and northern end of town and is separately
identified both from Pinewood Village and former Bordon Army Camp on the West
side of the A325. It is separate from Whitehill Chase being more closely associated
with Deadwater Hill and the Deadwater Valley to the East and is separate from
Walldown and Holly (or Holy) Water Hamlet in the south on the East of the A325.
Whitehill Walldown and Whitehill Deadwater are both historic areas of Whitehill
Parish and Whitehill & Bordon Town. They have their own distinct communities and
should be retained both in their historic names and their correct geographical
boundaries. The former issue has been addressed; the latter is addressed as part of
EHDC’s proposals (see below).
3. The unnecessary expansion of Hogmoor Ward from its historic ward boundaries
always on the West of the A325 (Petersfield Rd / High Street) to create a super-sized
multi-member ward absorbing historic Whitehill Walldown, Blackmoor and the
neighbouring village of Greatham. \The unnecessary expansion of Hogmoor Ward
from its historic boundaries always on the West of the A325 into the creation of an
illogical super-sized multi-member ward now including the distinct and separate
community of Whitehill, Walldown who's boundary has always run along the East
side of the A325 (Petersfield Rd). Inclusion of Walldown into this super size multi
member Hogmoor ward is not only historically incorrect in terms of our local
community but confusing to our electorate who all familiar with which historic parts of
town they live in as reflected by our existing ward names. Walldown is its own
community including the whole of Whitehill Village who live on the White Hill (“white”
due to the bleached sand), it includes the 1980s / 90s development between
Whitehall Village and Conde Way (named after various Dukes), most of the historic
mediaeval hamlet of Hollywater and Longmoor Camp in the south of Whitehill Parish.
It includes the vast uninhabited area of Woolmer Forest (aka MoD Longmoor
Ranges) which is SPA heathland and lies within the South Downs National Park.

4. Opposition to the inclusion of Blackmoor Village into Whitehill Hogmoor
Whitehill Councillors oppose the inclusion of Blackmoor into Whitehill Hogmoor Ward.
Hogmoor Ward which historically lies to the west of the A325 has its own boundaries based
on historic communities (see above) and more than enough numbers in terms of electors.
The village of Blackmoor was created from a country hamlet in the late 1860s by the First
Earl of Selborne Roundell Palmer, Attorney General in Gladstone’s Government. He
commissioned Alfred Waterhouse - Architect of the Natural History Museum in South
Kensington, London to build the new (model) village of Blackmoor, including the Church,
Blackmoor House the school and the vicarage in the local Bargate stone. It is a
Conservation Area and along with Blackmoor Estate forms a distinct village separate from
the town of Whitehill & Bordon. It’s communities outlook and aspirations are solidly rural and
it looks closely to its association with the surrounding villages of Selborne, Liss and
Greatham. It even has a separate Liss postal address and a separate GU33 Liss postcode.
5.Erroneous inclusion of Greatham Village into Whitehill Hogmoor
Whitehill councillors and their Greatham counterparts are wholly opposed to the inclusion of
Greatham in to Whitehill Hogmoor Ward.
Whitehill & Bordon is a growing town as has its own separate identity and aspirations which
are quite different from that of Greatham which is well over a two miles away from Whitehill’s
southern settlement boundary of Liphook Road and separated by the great expanse of
historic heathland (MoD Longmoor Ranges) which contain the last vestiges of the Ancient
Royal Hunting Forest of Woolmer aka Woolmer Forest.
The wider Whitehill Parish which includes what is left of Woolmer Forest is bounded by no
less than 7 villages including Headley to the North, Blackmoor (in Selborne Parish) to the
West, Greatham and Liss to the South, Rogate (in West Sussex) and Passfield (in
Bramshott & Liphook Parish) to the South East and Lindford in the East / North East. All
these form separate (mostly rural) communities in their own right and and have little in
common with Whitehill & Bordon as a town, which has its own strong sense of history and
identity. Where as the village of Lindford (across the River Wey) has been included in the
Whitehill, Bordon and Lindford County Division it is atleast very close to Whitehill & Bordon
sharing manly facilities despite the fact it has its own separate identity and Parish
Council. Under the Boundary Commission’s current proposals Lindford rightly remains a
separate village with its own Parish Council and District Councillor, Greatham which is that
much further away from Whitehill and Bordon and has nothing in common with the town is
bizarrely included in a new Whitehill, Hogmoor super-ward.
The two houses currently included in Walldown Ward that lie on Longmoor Rd Greatham are
effectively part of greatham Village and should be included in Greatham’s ward boundaries
for the purpose of District and Parish elections. Whitehill Councillors however, remain totally
and implacably opposed to combining Greatham Village with Whitehill.

3. EHDC PROPOSALS TO THE BOUNDARY COMMISSION
EHDC offer alternative proposals for Whitehill Parish / Whitehill & Bordon Town to the
Boundary Commission. These are based on the existing single member wards and the
historic communities they represent, whilst altering the ward boundaries where required to
address existing anomalies and to take into account current and projected increases in the
towns population.
We are proposing the following principles :-

1. Retention of Single member Wards - Single member wards are preferred to
Multi-member wards in Whitehill & Bordon
It is proposed that Whitehill Parish / Whitehill and Bordon town retain all its single member
wards to protect and enhance the strong geographic link between councillors and their
distinct wards each of which represents distinct areas of the town. Each ward currently has
3 town councillors and 1 District Councillor directly accountable to the distinct geographical
communities they represent. It has been recently agreed to retain the County Division - the
5 Whitehill wards plus Lindford go to make the County Division of Whitehill, Bordon and
Lindford. In 2000 Whitehill Councillors fought hard to make Whitehill and Bordon one
District geographical entity rather than be separated in two each with their own County
Councillor and at the same time for Whitehill Parish to be warded for the first time to reflect
the distinct geographical communities at District and Parish level. In 2000 Whitehill and
Bordon District and Town Councillors lobbied hard to ensure more elected representatives
were provided reflecting the significant growth in the town’s population and finally shift away
from a multi-member system to be warded for the first time. The wards were designed to
reflect historic areas of town each with their own communities and historic identities.

2. Coterminosity between District and Parish Wards
All WTC wards to be coterminous with EHDC wards - 3 Town Councillors per ward as they
are at present. This system is easily understood by the electorate who have one District
Councillor and three Town Councillors to go to for each dipstick geographic area of town.
In addition we are proposing the following changes in order to :






accommodate significant development and regeneration within the town
correct previous anomalies between ward boundaries
better reflect ward boundaries with their distinct historic communities
ensure a more equitable balance of numbers in terms of electors

Pinewood
Will lose all the lands to the east of the A325 to accommodate new housing
And will include everything from the 500 new homes at Louisberg, the 135 homes at
Havannah and most of the Town Centre the boundary was to be Budds Lane but will now
follow the line of the uncovered Oxney Stream
Basically if we cannot put the whole of the development in Hogmoor or Pinewood as it brings
which ever ward to over 3000 which is too unwieldy and out of kilter with average ward
numbers. This will be apparent when I send you the report.
Deadwater
Deadwater ward retains its historic lands inc north side of Deadwater Hill (Chalet Hill) / Mill
Chase Lane and along the River east of Conde Way / Hollybrooke Park Rd
So Marsh, Britannia, Waterman and Mercury Closes
But importantly will lose the largely social housing of Apollo Drive area to Chase Ward and
now extend North to encompass all the housing East of the A325 from Chalet Hill /
Deadwater Hill to Firestation Crossroads inc Maple Leaf, Quebec, St Lucia, Trenchard,
Royal Drive and St Lucia Lodge
The inclusion of the existing and new housing east of the A325 will greatly improve the
ward’s historic disadvantaged demographic and improve voter turn out at elections.
Chase
Chase becomes more strongly defined in terms of its community and historic area of town
around the Chase (an area of open land in Woolmer Hunting Forest) and densely populated
communities that have grown up around Chase Hospital and old town centre (Forest
Centre).
It’s boundaries become Conde way and Hollybrooke Park Rd to the south and east, east of
the A325 (High Street) in the west and remains the south side Chalet Hill.
It therefore loses its small are of land in Whitehill south of Conde Way to Walldown which
needs top take these on to stay viable, thus ending constant confusion as to where
Walldown ends and Chase begins.
Walldown
Walldown which is the area around the original settlement of the Walldown earthwork retains
its historic area of Walldown, Whitehill Village and Hollywater (see logical change below) and
extends to include remaining areas of the 1980s/90s development between Whitehill Village
and Conde Way
Logically picking up Wellington, York but also Roxborough and Grafton, to create a strong
and more logical ward boundary with Chase along Code Way.

Walldown extends to include the whole of Hollywater hamlet currently a few houses for some
reason in Deadwater. An amended ward name change to Whitehill Walldown and
Hollywater is proposed to reflect this.
It retains Longmoor Camp which is in Whitehill Parish ( currently only a hand full of voters)
but loses the two houses up Longmoor Road that should always have logically been in
Greatham ward.
We propose Greatham ward is combined with Liss / Liss Forest as it has nothing to do with
Whitehill and Bordon historically and has always looked south to Liss.
Detangling Greatham from Whitehill is also supported by Greatham Ward member Cllr Keith
Budden.
Hogmoor
We are in total opposition to the BC’s proposals that Hogmoor does not extend over the
wrong side of the A325 to make one super-sized and incongruous multimember ward
absorbing Whitehill Walldown and Hollywater Blackmoor and Greatham as the BC suggest
as this runs roughshod over existing distinctive communities and their historic ward
boundaries.
Instead we proposed Hogmoor retains its historic ward boundaries to reflect the community it
represents which has always been to the west of the A325 (Petersfield Rd and High Street).
Hogmoor does not absorb the separate village of Blackmoor which has a Liss postcode and
is currently part of Selborne Parish, but it does absorb those parts of Whitehill which for
some reason have anomalously been put in Selborne ward. These include Drift Road,
Bracken Lane and Gunsite
upto St Mathews School (all of which are within the GU35 postcode in any case), those parts
of Firgrove, Eveley and Plantation Way that should logically be in Hogmoor Ward not
Selborne. These logical amendments to Hogmoor’s southern boundary are supported by Cllr
David Ashcroft as ward councillor for Selborne who is also opposed to Blackmoor Village
being absorbed into Hogmoor.
Hogmoor’s western boundary remains unchanged. It’s Northern boundary now follows it
correct line of ending at the T Junction between Hogmoor Rd and Station Rd / Oakhanger
Lane. It includes land to the south of Budds Lane. Following the line of the uncovered
Oxney Stream (formerly Oxney Drain) and absorbing new development at Phase 1A of TC
Whitehill, Walldown Ward
Whitehill Walldown is the historic village of Whitehall based around the Walldown earthwork
(the Iron Age Hill Fort which built on the White Hill has been used throughout history to the
present). It is an area mentioned by grandfather of natural history and local historian Gilbert
White in his famous 1779 work Natural History and Antiquities of Selborne.
Greatham
Proposal : Greatham Village should not be included in Whitehill but two houses on
Longmoor Rd should be removed from Whitehill, walldown ward and placed in Greatham.

The argument about not including Whitehill Walldown with the village of Greatham and
subsuming it into a supper multi-member ward of Hogmoor, Blackmoor and Greatham has
already been strongly made. The two houses on Longmoor Road currently in Whitehill,
Walldown ward have nothing in common with Whitehill and Bordon despite being on the
southern extremity of the wider Whitehill Parish. They are ostensibly part of Greatham
Village and should be included in Greatham ward whether that remains separate or is
combined with its natural leanings towards Liss and Liss Forest to the south.
Hollywater
Proposal : that Hollywater should be placed entirely in Walldown ward and the ward
renamed Whitehill Walldown and Hollywater to reflect this change.
The ward historically includes most but not all of the hamlet of Hollywater. It is proposed
that Walldown ward extends to take in the whole of Hollywater in Whitehill Parish which
currently sits in Deadwater ward down to the bridge where the settlement ends. A new ward
name of Whitehill Walldown and Hollywater is proposed to reflect this change.
Residential Development between Whitehill Village and Conde Way.
Proposal: to increase Walldown ward to reflect the town’s population growth to incorporate
the remaining residential roads named after Dukes that are currently in Chase Ward to form
a logical and sensible ward boundary along Conde Way. Walldown Ward to now include the
following roads: the few homes in Kent Road currently in Chase Ward, Wellington Avenue,
York Close,
Argyle Close, Roxborough Close, the remainder of Athol Rd not currently in Walldown
and Grafton Close.
Residential development between Whitehill Village and Conde Way with roads and estates
named after various Dukes have historically been shared between Walldown and Chase
wards. To rectify baffling anomalies between these ward boundaries and to reflect the
growing population it has been deemed necessary to increase the population and size of
Walldown ward to include all those former areas of Chase ward south of Conde Way. The
road is widely accepted as the dividing line between Whitehill and Bordon and forms a
logical ward boundary that will be easily understood by electors and councillors.
Whitehill Chase Ward
Proposal : To remove confusion over ward boundaries with Walldown and Deadwater
Wards and phase out the unnecessary concept Chase 1 and 2 Using the strong obvious
boundary of Conde Way / HollyBrook Park Road (all part of the same road), Whitehill Chase
to relinquish land south of Conde Way to accommodate the additional electors required to
make Walldown Ward viable and to acquire housing west of Hollybrooke Park Road in
Deadwater Ward. This to form a natural high density ward based around the historic area of
Whitehill Chase bounded by the A325 (High Street) to the West, retailing its existing
boundary of Chalet (Deadwater Hill) to the North and a new strong boundary of Conde Way /
Hollybrooke Park Road to its south and west. This more accurately reflects the historic
areas of Chase and the community of Deadwater after which the wards are named.

The absorption of Apollo Drive and surrounding area into Chase Ward will better integrate
the population in terms of its economic and social demographics. The new well defined
Chase ward boundaries will therefore become more logical finally dispelling current
confusion along the interface of ward boundaries to forming a strong and unified single
community of medium - high density housing based around the Chase and the existing town
centre (Forest Centre).
Whitehill Deadwater Ward
Proposal : to move south relinquishing high density areas around the Forest Centre to
accommodate an expanding Chase Ward in order to rectify anomalies and more accurately
reflecting its historic boundaries along the River Deadwater, as with Walldown Ward using
Conde Way - Hollybrooke park Drive as a strong natural and logical ward boundary.
To move north to encompass all the residential development between Chalet (Deadwater)
Hill on the east of the A325 (Camp Rd) to and including Royal Drive on the northern
entrance of town.
Deadwater along with Pinewood wards have been notorious in their low turnouts over the
years and have suffered from an apathetic reputation as a result.
It is expected that the inclusion of more private family homes within Deadwater ward will
positively remedy its historic low turnouts at elections and better integrate all sections of the
local community.
The proposal is for Deadwater ward to retain its historic areas along the River Deadwater
shifting the confusing boundary with Chase Ward to a new natural boundary to include all
houses south of the natural boundary of Conde Way - Hollybrooke Park Road.
The ward retains its residential homes from the T junction with Chalet (Deadwater) Hill to
include all lands in the former hamlet of Deadwater down to Headley Mill and the River Wey.
This will include the 150 homes expected on the old Mill Chase School site when the
Academy moves to its new location in Budds Lane in 2019.
Deadwater ward will preserve its ward boundary with Whitehill Chase to include all the
housing to the North of Chalet (Deadwater) Hill / Mill Chase Road.
In order to accommodate major growth in Pinewood ward, it is proposed Deadwater ward
now includes the residential areas currently in Pinewood Ward on the East of the A325, to
create a more logical and historically accurate ward boundary.
There are currently 350 MoD properties on St Lucia and Trenchard, only 50 are currently
occupied. Of the 300 currently empty these are expected to be filled with Army overspill
from Aldershot super-garrison, naval overspill from Portsmouth and Airforce service families
from RAF Odiham and RAF Oakhanger. It is expected that these estates will in the future be
redeveloped like Quebec Barracks now Quebec park and the former Canada Hutments now Mapleleaf Drive and Canada Way.

An additional 100 homes (180) electors from the new development of Quebec Park have
been included.
The name Deadwater is historic and is derived from the slow moving River (a tributary of the
Wey) and the historic farms and communities that grew up around the Deadwater
Valley. The area is served but the well loved Deadwater Valley Local Nature Reserve. The
hamlet Deadwater is separate and different from the hamlet of Hollywater (derived from Holy
Water) which lies to its immediate south. Historic identity is essential to the place-shaping of
the town.
Whitehill Hogmoor
Proposal : to retain Whitehill, Hogmoor Ward along its existing ward boundaries on the west
of the A325 whilst logically absorbing the part of Drift Rd, Eveley Close, Firgrove Rd and
Plantation Way that are currently illogically in Selborne Parish despite being part of the
Whitehill and Bordon community and towns postcode.
Not to include Blackmoor Village this is its own separate entity and not part of Whitehill and
Bordon.
Not to include Whitehill Walldown in a supersized, multi member and historically inaccurate
new Hogmoor Ward - Walldown is the historic settlement on the east of the A325, including
Longmoor and the last vestiges of the Mediaeval Hunting forest of Woolmer (Woolmer
Forest), Hogmoor occupies the lands to the West of the A325 not the East.
To redefine the northern boundary with Pinewood ward using the natural boundary of Station
Road / Oakhanger Lane and the natural line of the Oxney Moss stream to ensure better
parity between both wards given the projected increase in housing numbers to 2023.
It is recognised that housing numbers will increase in Whitehill Hogmoor Ward including 59
units(106.2 electors) at Moorlands in Hogmoor Road, and 172 homes (309.6) electors in
Phase 1 A by 2022.
Support for logical absorption of certain roads currently in Selborne Ward into
Whitehill Hogmoor.
Councillors strongly support the inclusion of certain roads anomalously placed in the current
Selborne ward although they more logically sit in Whitehill Hogmoor. These are Plantation
Way and the small sections of Eveley Close and Firgrove Rd currently in Selborne Ward and
the southern section of Drift Road up to St Matthew’s School which is logically part of
Whitehill, Hogmoor, including Bracken Lane on the East side of Drift Rd and the property
“Gunsite” to the West.
Pinewood Ward
Pinewood Ward is going to grow exponentially with the loss of the Bordon
Garrison. Traditionally the ward has suffered from the lowest turn outs in the District due to
a largely transient MoD population. This will improve greatly with increased number of
private family homes. These include 500 new homes (900 electors) at Louisberg, 130 new
homes at Havana Officer Mess (80 at 4.1 and 50 at 4.2) giving an average of 234 electors

and 177 flats at Town Centre phase 1 due by 2019/20 resulting in an additional 318.6
electors.
The projected house building is so great that in order to avoid the creation of an unwieldy
ward in terms of population it is proposed that Pinewood withdraws to its natural boundary
on the west side of the A325. Relinquishing all land to East of the A325 (Camp Road) from
Chalet (Deadwater Hill) to Royal Drive at the Northern most edge of town - these are
proposed to now become part of Deadwater Ward.
The southern boundary of Pinewood continues to run along Station Road but follows the
natural boundary of Oxney Moss Stream (formerly Oxney Drain) to ensure bitter parity
between the wards in terms of housing numbers and electors.
The final projected figures for each Whitehill Ward as are follows
Whitehill Walldown (and Hollywater)
Whitehill Chase
Whitehill Deadwater
Whitehill Hogmoor
Whitehill Pinewood

2164
2568
2229
2233
2160

(Carew/Silvester/Waterhouse - 30.11.17/EHDC BC Response/Whitehill)
Whitehill, Bordon and Lindford Division
District and Town Councillor - Whitehill, Walldown

Maps of Proposed Warding
Whitehill Chase

Whitehill Deadwater

Whitehill Pinewood

Whitehill Hogmoor

Whitehill Walldown and Hollywater

Liss and Greatham

Context Map of Warding Proposal

Response from Alton ward Councillors

Electoral review

December 2017

THIS IS THE RESPONSE BY THE DISTRICT COUNCILLORS FOR ALTON ON THE
LOCAL GOVERNMENT BOUNDARY REVIEW- EAST HAMPSHIRE.
Background
The electoral arrangements at District level in East Hampshire have been looked at because it was considered that there was electoral inequality so that the value of each vote
in District elections varied according to where a voter lived. The aim is that votes should be
as equal as possible and ideally within 10% of being equal. The number of voters represented by each councillor should be approximately the same across the District.
The proposals for East Hampshire are:1. 43 councillors as opposed to the current 44.
2. 26 wards as opposed to the current 38.
3. The boundaries of 22 wards should change with 4 remaining the same.
The 3 main considerations are:1. The improvement of electoral equality by equalising the number of electors that
each councillor represents.
2. The reflection of community identity.
3. The provision of effective and convenient local government.
The average number of electors per district councillor has been worked out as 2,132 in
2017 and 2,294 in 2023.

General comments
It is noted that the recommendation is to reduce the total number of District Council wards from 7
to 4 but retain the number of councillors at 7. With the understanding that is purely based on number of electors, consideration needs to take into account for fair and representation of individual
votes.
We do not see any reason to make any of the Alton Wards into two member Wards, however with
the village of Holybourne not able to stack up on its own merit we have paired it with Ashdell which
is its closest demographic neighbour. Single member wards are easier for the electorate to identify
with. There is a question of accountability, and although all tiers of local authorities should work
closely together, single member Wards at District level should be retained for clarity and we have a
useful system of 2 parish councillors effectively “reporting” to each.
Consideration needs to take into account of local knowledge and Councillor case work workloads.
Some wards are more challenging than others so workload differs.
Recommendations to ensure all Wards remain single Councillor Wards where possible.
The outcome of the Commission’s review was not expected. It is all about the community and political engagement, along with the geographical mix. Numbers come into the mix, but no one has
ever had an issue with Wards not being exactly equal. So, continuing along this theme you may
have one Ward the electorate are politically engaged opposed to another Ward where they are not.
Every Ward in Alton is different, and we need to ensure that the community knows exactly who
their Ward Councillors are. It is all about working closely with local community groups such as resident associations to ensure that they have a single point of contact. It can also be said that it
gives better accountability to residents. There is no passing the problem to anyone else. For the
resident’s things should be seamless, at District level one Councillor per Ward gives accessibility,
accountability and most of all security in the knowledge that they have a single point of contact to
listen and hear their views and concerns. Alton works very well at the moment across all levels of
local government and the residents are comfortable with it, there is no reason to change this. It will
dilute responses and actions taken if it was to change.
Recommendations for new Wards for Town and District.
As shown below it is stated the proposed new District and Town Wards
Proposed Boundary Commission new proposal for District
Ward name
Alton Ashdell
Alton Eastbrooke
Alton Holybourne
Alton Westbrooke
Total

Number of Cllrs
1
2
1
3
7

Proposed Boundary Commission new proposal for Town
Ward name
Alton Ashdell
Alton Eastbrooke
Alton Holybourne
Alton Westbrooke
Total

Number of Cllrs

The Boundary commission state that they only received the one submission relating to Alton during
the consultation on warding patterns and this just acknowledged the imbalance that would cause in
Whitedown Ward the most significant future development, however this was only the case because
it was accepted there would be changes, but by moving boundaries to increase, or decrease to

equalise Wards. Nothing was ever mentioned of anything so drastic as the recommendations presented in the boundary commission’s proposals and their lack of sense of place and identity.
Recommendation to find a sensible solution that will not disrupt the residents of Alton &
Holybourne as much.
Alton new proposal for District
Ward

Alton Amery
Alton Ashdell & Holybourne
Alton Eastbrooke
Alton Westbrooke
Alton Whitedown
Alton Wooteys
Total

Number of Cllrs

Electorate at 27/11/17

1
2
1
1
1
1
7

1964
3698
2132
2393
2044
2327

The Boundary commission’s proposals make absolutely no sense to have 4 Wards at District as
opposed to the current 7 and the proposed wards have no sense of place in the community either
historic or social demographically. Taking into account more historic boundaries and demographics, an alternative proposal is hereby tabled retaining single member wards but creating
one multi-member ward in Alton Ashdell & Holybourne however Holybourne still has a strong
sense of self and it is only for numbers that this proposal requires attachment to Ashdell its most
similar neighbour.
Ideally it would be good to keep the District still at 6 Wards to compliment the Town structure.
The Boundary commissions suggestion of the creation of a Westbrooke “Super” Ward barely
works at a 3-member district level but would create major confusion as a 6-member parish ward. It
is recommended that wards are split in line with historic developed settlements which keep more
traditional single councillor Wards.
Recommendation – Decrease District Wards to 6 and leave all Wards as single councillor
Wards with the exception of Alton Ashdell & Holybourne which would have 2.
Alton new proposal for Town
Ward
Alton Amery
Alton Ashdell & Holybourne
Alton Eastbrooke
Alton Westbrooke
Alton Whitedown
Alton Wooteys
Total

Number of Cllrs
2
3
2
2
2
2
13

Looking at the boundaries in Alton, it makes sense to ensure that the District and Town boundaries
are in alignment. With utilisation of natural boundaries, it means that the District and Town boundaries proposed would provide a robust canvas for future equal development.
To enable this to happen, a map is attached to show the new boundaries

All our town wards have active Residents groups which would be severed and become unviable with current suggestions.
Alton Amery
Alton Amery would regain its geographic heart with Amery Farm, Amery Hill School and everything
“Amery” back in it. It would also grow into a viable ward with all land north of the Basingstoke Road
and the attached developments coming into the mix.
Alton Ashdell & Holybourne
Ashdell would gain land south of Chawton Park Road and the numbers associated and follow a
more sensible boundary of the A31 it would also gain land that will eventually see industrial use
and complete its coverage of the estate. Tying up with the residents of Holybourne is not as big a
leap demographically as with some wards so is a sensible proposal.
Holybourne village, with its characteristic conservation areas, has managed to maintain its village
‘feel’, whilst incorporating and embracing the newer developments that have come along over the
last number of years. The identity of the village surrounds the wonderful church, duck pond, village shop, cricket club and the open space, and countryside views from the periphery of the village. Most recently Holybourne has worked really hard to bring the new development in Barley
Fields into the fold with specific changes in signposting to show the extent of the village on the
Aton side of the traffic lights. Holybourne boasts three major educational establishments, Treloar
School and College, known throughout the country for its work with the disabled, Eggars Secondary School and Andrews Endowed Primary School.
Alton Eastbrooke
The Eastbrooke Project protects this area the most deprived ward in East Hampshire which cannot
realistically have its boarders carved up without great rationale’ as it would damage the project additions have been made to make sense of previous short comings.
Alton Westbrooke
Remains largely unchanged but donates to some other wards for better geographic sense of place.
Alton Whitedown
Because the most substantive development is due in this ward compression of its boundaries with
donations to the north into Amery Ward and Ashdell & Holybourne to the South bring the numbers
into realistic comparison with other wards addition of the whole of Jubilee playing fields also helps
admin and geographically.
Alton Wooteys
Alton Wooteys has retained the Manor Estate as the Commission’s plan to add it to holybourne is
demographically as unsound as the resident’s sense of place.
Note the proposed warding has used the Boundary Commissions equalising numbers in
the development of the proposed boundaries. Future completions have been factored in at
a value of 1.8 electors per household.
All data used for the model (Boundaries will be available on request)

Maps of Proposed Warding

Alton Amery
2017

2023
Number of Cllrs

Number of electorate
Amery 1964
+180 Properties x1.8 = 324 electors
2288
1

Alton Ashdell and Holybourne
2017

2023
Number of Cllrs

Number of electorate
Holybourne= 1591
Ashdell = 2107
+ 250 Properties x 1.8 = 450 electors
2557 + 1591 =4148
2

Alton Eastbrooke
2017
2023
Number of Cllrs

Number of electorate
2132
2323
1

Alton Westbrooke
2017
2023
Number of Cllrs

Number of electorate
2393
=250 Properties x 1.8 = 450 electors
2843
1

Alton Whitedown
2017
2023

Number of electorate
2044
+ 270 Properties x 1.8 = 486 electors
2530

Number of Cllrs

1

Alton Wooteys
2017
2023
Number of Cllrs

Number of electorate
1832 + 275 Properties x1.8 =495
2327
1

Alton Context Mapping

